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In 1995, a Christian novel about earth's final days was published called Left Behind. This single

book (the first of many in the series) was voted "One of the top ten best-selling books of the 20th

century" by bookstore giant Barnes & Noble. "Left Behind: The Movie" was released on February 2,

2001 in theaters across America. But despite the popularity of these books, could Left Behind's

portrayal of missing people also be missing important Bible truths? The purpose of this book is to

take a closer look at Revelation's final prophecies about the Rapture, the Tribulation, the Antichrist

and his deadly mark (Revelation 14:9, 14). What's true about the Rapture? What's false? According

to author Steve Wohlberg, when it comes to understanding God's truth, we cannot afford to be "left
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Truth seeking believers should read this book to understand the history behind the rapture myth.

Knowing who and why it was started will help you understand why it is a lie and how dangerous it is

for believers. It is easy to convince people that they will be kept from any pain or suffering. The

Truth is all those who do the will of the father will suffer. All the Apostles suffered and died because



of the word they preached. Are we better than all of them or has the father changed for us? Don't

wait for something that will never happen prepare for what will happen if you live for him.

Wohlberg is basically presenting classic "old time" Protestant (pre Laodicean?) historicism. I have

listened to quite a few historicist and think he is the most clear and scholarly. If you have been

taught to believe in a Jesuit-formulated pre trib rapture...If you have been taught that Paul's

(misconstrued) words changed the Sabbath....If you believe Paul had or claimed to have the

authority to change the Sabbath Commandment written in stone by the very finger of YHWH...If you

think Yahusha's injunction to "Pray that you flight not be on the Sabbath" is anyting but an obvious

statement...If you suppose YHWH or Yahusha or any prophet ever said or implied that the Sabbath

would be changed...Then you may find that this book does "not compute." That's how I used to

feel.Then I studied first century history and found out that all the believers kept the Sabbath on the

stone tablets and that this continued for centuries in many places of the world in spite of intense

persecution. So I had to personally reread what was being said in historicism and the Scriptures. It

was like when I first heard creationist scientists saying that evolution was not true. That didn't

compute! It seemed absurd. I had to really study over and over what they were saying and what

Darwinism was saying. When a new truth hits an old lie it doesn't always knock it out of park on the

first shot! May we all be very sure of what the beast is and what the mark of the beast is in these

last days. I believe this book makes a clear and cogent case to help us in that direction.

For years, I have been searching for the Truth about the matters of the end times,the Bible symbols

and their meanings. If you keep looking for the truth, the Holy Spirit will guide you to God's Holy

Word (JESUS). The author is guided by the Holy Spirit to outline the detail about the how the Truth

is being left behind, the lies that have been told by misinterpreting the bible and its misconcepts.

The author strictly uses theGod's Holy Word in the Bible - line upon line and precept when

identifying the truth from the error. This is a must have book if you really want to know where all

these misguided errors came from and how we all must safeguard God's Truth (HIS WORD) in our

hearts against spiritural errors of the devil.

This is a great book. It is the first book of Steve Wohlberg's that I ever read. He writes so well. It is

very organized and easy to understand. Since then, I have read many of his books and have seen

many of his DVD's. I visit his website all the time: www.whitehorsemedia.com. This guy really knows

the Bible. I cannot say enough good stuff about Steve and his work. Read this book. You will not be



disappointed, and you will be hearing the truth from the Bible.

90%biblicaly accurate, author needs to apply caution in areas of prophecy of revelations.Otherwise

a brilliant input for accuracy against the rapture.

Awesome book, fast delivery!

Very nice book, i would recomend it to anybody. I'm very satisfied. Thanks.

got for my mom and she liked it
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